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Freelancer wins task order from US
Centers for Disease Control & Prevention

Sydney, Australia, 30 August 2021 - Freelancer Limited (ASX: FLN) (OTCQX: FLNCF), the
world’s largest freelancing and crowdsourcing marketplace by number of users and jobs, has
secured a US$210,000 task order from the Centers for Disease Control & Prevention
(“CDC”) National Center for Injury Prevention and Control (“NCIPC”) to explore how network
science can be apple to suicide, overdose, and/or adverse childhood experiences to more
quickly and accurately identify & characterize emerging health threats.

CDC is looking to apply network science to characterize the timing, nature, and progression
and early detection of an emerging health threat.

“These wins demonstrate the depth and breadth of expertise that Freelancer is bringing to
the US Government. We are now working with the US Bureau of Reclamation, US
Department of Commerce, NASA, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, US
Department of Energy and National Institute of Health in the fields of power engineering,
data science, computational fluid dynamics, software development, advanced manufacturing,
machine learning and information security”, said Freelancer Chief Executive, Matt Barrie.

Approaches derived from network science are increasingly used in infectious disease
epidemiology for early detection of outbreaks such as influenza but to date, these methods
have largely been untested for injury prevention topic areas.

The CDC Challenge will be launched via the NASA section on Freelancer at a date to be
announced. See https://www.freelancer.com/nasa/open for more details.
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For more information, contact:

Neil Katz
Chief Financial Officer
Freelancer Limited
investor@freelancer.com

Forward-looking statements

This document contains certain "forward-looking statements". The words "anticipate",
"believe", "expect", "project", "forecast", "estimate", “outlook”, “upside”, "likely", "intend",
"should", "could", "may", "target", "plan" and other similar expressions are intended to identify
forward-looking statements. Indications of, and guidance on, future earnings and financial
position and performance, including Freelancer’s FY21 outlook, are also forward-looking
statements, as are statements regarding Freelancer’s plans and strategies and the
development of the market. Such forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future
performance and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, many of
which are beyond the control of Freelancer, which may cause actual results to differ
materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. Freelancer cannot give any
assurance or guarantee that the assumptions upon which management based its
forward-looking statements will prove to be correct or exhaustive beyond the date of its
making, or that Freelancer's business and operations will not be affected by other factors not
currently foreseeable by management or beyond its control. Such forward-looking
statements only speak as at the date of this announcement and Freelancer assumes no
obligation to update such information. The release, publication or distribution of this
document in jurisdictions outside Australia may be restricted by law. Any failure to comply
with such restrictions may constitute a violation of applicable securities laws.

About  Freelancer 

Twelve-time Webby award-winning Freelancer.com is the world’s largest freelancing and
crowdsourcing marketplace by total number of users and projects posted. More than 50
million registered users have posted over 20 million projects and contests to date in over
1,800 areas as diverse as website development, logo design, marketing, copywriting,
astrophysics, aerospace engineering and manufacturing. Freelancer owns Escrow.com, the
leading provider of secure online payments and online transaction management for
consumers and businesses on the Internet with over US$5 billion in transactions secured.
Freelancer also owns Freightlancer & Loadshift, freight marketplaces with over 100 million
kilometres of freight posted per annum. Freelancer Limited is listed on the Australian
Securities Exchange under the ticker ASX:FLN and is quoted on OTCQX Best Market under
the ticker FLNCF.

About the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is the national public health agency of the
United States. It is a United States federal agency, under the Department of Health and
Human Service. CDC works 24/7 to protect America from health, safety and security threats,
both foreign and in the U.S. Whether diseases start at home or abroad, are chronic or acute,
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curable or preventable, human error or deliberate attack, CDC fights disease and supports
communities and citizens to do the same. CDC increases the health security of our nation.
As the nation’s health protection agency, CDC saves lives and protects people from health
threats. To accomplish our mission, CDC conducts critical science and provides health
information that protects our nation against expensive and dangerous health threats, and
responds when these arise.
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